REHVA COVID-19 Multi-room and Recirculation Calculator –
User Guide
A tool for HVAC systems operational strategy assessment for reducing infection
risk in existing and newly designed buildings

Introduction
As reported in REHVA COVID-19 Guidance v. 4 – “How to operate HVAC and other building service
systems to prevent the spread of the coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) disease (COVID-19) in workplaces”,
there are several ways for reducing the infection risk:
-

increasing ventilation rates as much as compatible with comfort and energy issue;
avoiding recirculation of indoor air;
avoiding that individuals are staying directly in the flow of air from another person;
minimizing the number of people sharing the same indoor environment,
protective facial masks wearing for people sharing the same common space.

To allow identifying the effectiveness of such potential measures, a simplified tool has been
developed to assess comparatively different options potential in reducing the infection risk.
The tool is based on the standard airborne disease transmission Wells-Riley model, i.e. quanta
based and full mix hypothesis as described in Appendix 1 of [1]-. It extends the single room model
to a Multi-rooms Model with possible air recirculation among rooms, through centralised HVAC
system and via air transfer to common service area (corridor, toilettes and staircases) where air
extraction to outside is performed via dedicated exhaust air ductwork.
It is possible to partially remove the full-mix hypothesis using the ventilation Contaminant Removal
Effectiveness, 𝜖𝑟 , which depends on the chosen air distribution system. It is possible to modify the
air recirculation ratio from 1 to 0 and eventually to add an HEPA filter or equivalent virus
removal/inactivation equipment (UV-C, etc.) on the return air lo lower as much as possible the
virus spread via air recirculation. The model also accounts for “virus losses” in the HVAC system
(deposition in ducts, in AHU and natural decay when moving through such components), using the
same approach used for rooms but in a steady state approximation, i.e. using virus removal
coefficients as done for general-use spaces.
The number of rooms is limited to 100 but it can be extended, by just modifying a parameter in the
code, while only one corridor, one toilet-space and staircase compartment can be simulated. This
happens in order to avoid complex building description and simplify data input. Details on the used
models and numerical solution are available in ref. [2].
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Building layout and limitations

Figure 1 Floor plan and system layout

The tool is designed to simulate a fixed floor plan configuration, as depicted in Figure 1. All rooms
are connected to one corridor, which connects to the toilets and a staircase compartment. An HVAC
air system distributes treated air from the AHU to each room (and eventually to the corridor) and
back, mixing outdoor air (ventilation air) with return air according to the chosen recirculation
fraction.
To have a relatively easy and fast use of the tool some limitations have been applied, such as:
-

supply and return air flow rates have to be specified for each room and, eventually for the
corridor;
constant ventilation air flow rate during the whole day;
extraction-only system is possible in toilets and staircase only;
transferred air through the corridor is automatically calculated, if any exists due to
extraction in toilets and/or in staircase compartments;
the building is pressurised and no infiltrations are allowed: the excess air (difference
between supply and return flow) can move only from room to the corridor or just exfiltrate.

Tool organization and input data
The tool is an MS Excel based workbook organised in 6 sheets:
1. sheet INFO:
it contains general information on the tools, like developers, version, licensing, disclaimer
and colophon;
2. sheet Inputs:
in this sheets a dropdown "database" with some special input data gives the possibility to
select some of them to use after in sheet Multi-cal; for each data references are reported
together with same note.
3. sheet Filters:
in this sheet some information is given on air filter efficiency in respect to SARS-COV2
virus;
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4. sheet Multi-calc:
it is the main sheet where data have to be input, run the macro and obtain the main
results;
5. sheet Concentrations:
it reports the virus concentration time-history over 24 hours for each considered space
6. sheet Deposition:
it reports the virus on-surfaces deposition time-history over 24 hours for each considered
space.

INFO Sheet

Figure 2 INFO Sheet.

On top-right a “navigation menu” with arrows is available to “navigate” through the tools without
using the excel tabs.

Inputs Sheet
In sheet Inputs there are four main blocks of data referring to:
-

main input parameters related to COVID-19 disease as:
▪ Virus emission rate
▪ Breathing rate susceptible people
▪ Decay rate of the virus infectivity in aerosols
▪ Deposition of virus-containing aerosol to surfaces
▪ Virus removal rate of other control measures
▪ Mask efficiencies in reducing virus emission
▪ Mask efficiencies in reducing virus inhalation;
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-

REMARK FOR ROOM AIR PURIFIERS:
how derives from manufacturers data the equivalent virus removal rate to use in the tool;

Figure 3 Inputs Sheet

-

HVAC – AHU COVID-19 disease related data as:
o Decay rate of the virus infectivity in aerosols
o Deposition of virus-containing aerosol to surfaces
o Virus removal rate of other control measures

-

HCVAC
o
o
o

– Ductwork COVID-19 disease related data as:
Decay rate of the virus infectivity in aerosols
Deposition of virus-containing aerosol to surfaces
Virus removal rate of other control measures

In each block a drop-down menu is available for each item allowing the selection of its input
parameters among several options; for almost each option the REFERENCE column indicates where
the data was taken from, and under the column NOTES some more information on the data quality.
The values, in column VALUES, can be just copied and pasted to the respective cells in the
“Multi-calc” tab.
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NOTE: if the drop-down menus or the VALUE column appear empty just push button “Reload
Data” on top of the sheet.

Filters Sheet

Figure 4 Filters Sheet

In this sheet some information is given on air filter efficiency in respect to SARS-COV-2 virus, to
allow a conscious selection of filter units.
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Multi-calc Sheet

Figure 5 Multi-calc Sheet

This is the main sheet, where the input data have to be inserted and the calculation is started.
Also, the main results are presented here, numerically (in the light orange box) and graphically
(both daily time history and histograms).
The input data are split in several functional boxes.
INPUT PARAMETERS
Printout time step
Integration time step
Outdoor air virus concentration
Recirculation filter virus removal efficiency
Air Handling Unit reciculation fraction
Air Volume inside AHU

0.25 h
0.05 h
0
0
0.7
10

(do not change)
(do not change: change only if required due to stability issue)
3

q/m
- (0-1)
- (0-1)
m3
-1

AHU - Decay rate of the virus
AHU - Deposition to surfaces

0.32 h
0.3 h-1

AHU - Additional control measures
Supply Ductwork Average Cross-Section Area
Supply Ductwork Max Branch Length
Supply Ductwork - Decay rate of the virus

0
0.3
50
0.32

-1

h
m2
m
h-1
-1

Supply Ductwork - Deposition to surfaces
Supply Ductwork- Additional control measures

0.3 h
0 h-1

Return Ductwork Average Cross-Section Area
Return Ductwork Max Branch Length

0.3 m
50 m

Return Ductwork - Decay rate of the virus
Return Ductwork - Deposition to surfaces
Return Ductwork- Additional control measures

(1 => 100% recirculation)

2

-1

0.32 h
0.3 h-1
-1

0h

Figure 6 Sheet Multi-calc: input parameters

In the input parameters box, the orange cells are inputs not required to be set (the printout time
step >= integration time step, which has been tuned against analytical solution to have the best
resolution in the lowest calculation time, and the outdoor air virus concentration is set to zero).
It could happen that a requirement is pulled up by the tool to lower the integration time-step, due
to instability related to too high flow rate in a small space: only in that case lower the integration
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time-step.
Below these parameters, the Air Handling Unit parameters are as input to be defined by the user:
-

Recirculation filter virus removal efficiency, if any, or other
removal/inactivation equipment;
Air Handling Unit recirculation fraction,
AHU - Decay rate of the virus, in [h-1] (values from sheet Inputs)
AHU - Deposition to surfaces, in [h-1] (values from sheet Inputs)
AHU - Additional control measures, in [h-1] (values from sheet Inputs)

equivalent

virus

In the flowing two boxes the parameters for the air supply ductwork and the air return ductwork
have to be provided. For each of them the following data are required (if you leave the value at 0,
the system is just ductless and the model will run anyhow):
-

Supply or Return Ductwork Average Cross-Section Area
(for ductwork with different cross-section area the length-weighted cross-sectional area)
Supply or Return Ductwork Max Branch Length
(it is the max length of a ductwork branch among all from the AHU and the farthest room)
Supply or Return Ductwork - Decay rate of the virus, in [h-1] (values from sheet Inputs)
Supply or Return Ductwork - Deposition to surfaces, in [h-1] (values from sheet Inputs)
Supply or Return Ductwork- Additional control measures, in [h-1] (values from sheet Inputs)

Before the Corridor Input data box, the rooms number has to be specified (four in the example
below)

Rooms Number

4

This number can be up to 100. If the user prefers to simulate a large number of rooms, the source
code must be opened (under developer menu) and change some arrays size from 100 and 103 to a
larger value.

Corridor Input Data
Floor area
Height
Minimum required ventilation flow
Number of occupants
Supply air volume flow rate
Extraction fraction
Supply Ductwork Volume Fraction
Return Ductwork Volume Fraction
Ventilation Contaminat Removal Effectiveness
N° of infected persons in the corridor
Virus emission rate
Facial Mask Filtration Efficiency (I.P.)
Breathing rate other people
Facial Mask Filtration Efficiency (others)
Initial virus concentration
Decay rate of the virus
Deposition to surfaces
Additional control measures
Occupancy starting time
Occupancy ending time
Infected person incoming time 1
Infected person outcoming time 1
Infected person incoming time 2
Infected person outcoming time 2

50
3
10
6
0
0.85
0
0
1
0
4.6
0
0.54
0
0
0.32
0.3
0
8
18
8
18
0
0

m2
m
L/(s pers)
pers
m3/h ≥
- (0-1)
- (0-1)
- (0-1)
- (0-2)
pers
q/h
- (0-1)
m3/h
- (0-1)
3
q/m
-1
h
h-1

216

-1

h
h
h
h
h
h
h

Figure 7 Multi-calc Sheet : Corridor Input Data
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The Corridor Input data box contains all needed input for the corridor:
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Floor area, in [m2]
Height, in [m];
Minimum required ventilation flow, in [L/(s pers)]
not needed for the calculation, it will be used just for comparison with the supply air flow
rate (which is NOT only ventilation flow: it depends on the recirculation fraction)
Number of occupants:
it will be used to calculate the number of potentially infected people;
Supply air volume flow rate, in [m3/h]
Extraction fraction, [-]:
it is the ratio between the return flow rate and the supply flow rate;
Supply Ductwork Volume Fraction, [-]:
it is the relative length of the supply ductwork branch serving the corridor to the Ductwork
Max Branch Length specified in the supply ductwork box;
Return Ductwork Volume Fraction, [-]:
it is the relative length of the return ductwork branch serving the corridor to the Ductwork
Max Branch Length specified in the return ductwork box;
Ventilation Contaminant Removal Effectiveness,[-];
it allows, if known, to partially remove the full mix hypothesis;
N° of infected persons in the corridor, [-]
Virus emission rate, in [q/h];
values from sheet Inputs;
Facial Mask Filtration Efficiency (I.P.) for the infected person/s:, [-]
values from sheet Inputs;
Breathing rate other people, in [m3/h]
values from sheet Inputs;
Facial Mask Filtration Efficiency (others) for susceptible people, [-]:
values from sheet Inputs;
Initial virus concentration, in [q/m3]:
usually 0, but it can be used to run for a second day the tools a check the night cleaning
effect of ventilation;
Decay rate of the virus, in [h-1] (values from sheet Inputs)
Deposition to surfaces, in [h-1] (values from sheet Inputs)
Additional control measures, in [h-1]
values from sheet Inputs;
NOTE: this input can be used to simulate a local air cleaner according to the rules
reported in Inputs sheet.
Occupancy starting time, in clock [h]
Occupancy ending time, in clock [h]
NOTE: Occupancy ending time - Occupancy starting time: occupancy time window for
susceptible people;
Infected person incoming time 1, in clock [h]
Infected person outcoming time 1, in clock [h]
Infected person incoming time 2, in clock [h]
Infected person outcoming time 2, in clock [h]
NOTE: two steps-time window for the infected person

The Staircase Input data box contains all needed input for the toilet compartment:
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Staircase Input Data
Floor area
Height
Minimum required ventilation flow
Number of occupants
Exhaust air volume flow rate
N° of infected persons in staircase
Virus emission rate
Facial Mask Filtration Efficiency (I.P.)

30
3
10
6
30
0
4.6
0

2

m
m
L/(s pers)
pers
m3/hv ≥
pers
q/h
- (0-1)

m3/h

3

Breathing rate other people
Facial Mask Filtration Efficiency (others)

0.54 m /h
0 - (0-1)

Initial virus concentration
Decay rate of the virus

0 q/m
0.32 h-1

Deposition to surfaces
Additional control measures
Occupancy starting time
Occupancy ending time
Infected person incoming time 1
Infected person outcoming time 1
Infected person incoming time 2
Infected person outcoming time 2

14.4

3

0.3
0
8
18
8
18
0
0

-1

h
h-1
h
h
h
h
h
h

Figure 8 Multi-calc Sheet : Staircase Input Data

-

-

-

-

-

Floor area, in [m2]
Height, in [m];
Minimum required ventilation flow, in [L/(s pers)]
not needed for the calculation, it will be used just for comparison with the supply air flow
rate (which is NOT only ventilation flow: it depends on the recirculation fraction)
Number of occupants:
it will be used to calculate the number of potentially infected people;
Exhaust air volume flow rate, in [m3/h]
N° of infected persons in the staircase compartment, [-]
Virus emission rate, in [q/h];
values from sheet Inputs;
Facial Mask Filtration Efficiency (I.P.) for the infected person/s:, [-]
values from sheet Inputs;
Breathing rate other people, in [m3/h]
values from sheet Inputs;
Facial Mask Filtration Efficiency (others) for susceptible people, [-]:
values from sheet Inputs;
Initial virus concentration, in [q/m3]:
usually 0, but it can be used to run for a second day the tools a check the night cleaning
effect of ventilation;
Decay rate of the virus, in [h-1] (values from sheet Inputs)
Deposition to surfaces, in [h-1] (values from sheet Inputs)
Additional control measures, in [h-1]
values from sheet Inputs;
NOTE: this input can be used to simulate a local air cleaner according to the rules
reported in sheet Inputs.
Occupancy starting time, in clock [h]
Occupancy ending time, in clock [h]
NOTE: Occupancy ending time - Occupancy starting time: occupancy time window for
susceptible people;
Infected person incoming time 1, in clock [h]
Infected person outcoming time 1, in clock [h]
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-

Infected person incoming time 2, in clock [h]
Infected person outcoming time 2, in clock [h]
NOTE: two steps-time window for the infected person

The Toilet Input data box contains all needed input for the toilet compartment:
Toilets Input Data
Floor area
Height
Minimum required ventilation flow
Number of occupants
Exhaust air volume flow rate
N° of infected persons in toilets
Virus emission rate
Facial Mask Filtration Efficiency (I.P.)

10
3
10
3
10
0
4.6
0

2

m
m
L/(s pers)
pers
m3/h ≥
pers
q/h
- (0-1)

m3/h

3

Breathing rate other people
Facial Mask Filtration Efficiency (others)

0.54 m /h
0 - (0-1)

Initial virus concentration
Decay rate of the virus

0 q/m
0.32 h-1

Deposition to surfaces
Additional control measures
Occupancy starting time
Occupancy ending time
Infected person incoming time 1
Infected person outcoming time 1
Infected person incoming time 2
Infected person outcoming time 2

14.4

3

0.3
0
8
18
8
12
14
18

-1

h
h-1
h
h
h
h
h
h

Figure 9 Multi-calc Sheet: Toilets Input Data

It requires exactly the same type of data as the staircase compartment (see above).

The Room X Input data box contains all needed input for the toilet compartment: this input box is
exactly the same as the Corridor Input Data box; therefore, please advise the respective section.
NOTE: What is important is that the tool needs to have as many Room Input boxes as the
specified room numbers. As provided, there are 8 room boxes. To add more boxes just select
one box as shown in the following picture, copy and paste just on the first free cell below the
last Room box. Then you may update the progressive Room X value, just to know what the data
are referring to.
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Figure 10 Multi-calc Sheet: Room Input Data box selection for copying

The virus source (infected person) can be placed at any space and it can be more than one, each of
them with its specific virus strength.

Tool output
As result of the tool calculation the following data are available in the main sheet of the Excel
workbook (Multi-calc):
-

average virus concentration in each room, corridor, toilettes and staircase, over the
working day
individual infection risk over the day in each of those spaces calculated with the Wells-Riley
model;
average number of potentially infected people in each room, corridor, toilettes and
staircase, over the working day;
virus air to surface deposition over the day in each space, on AHU surfaces, on HEPA or
equivalent virus removal/inactivation equipment (V-C, etc.), on supply and return
ductworks.

The virus concentration time evolution in each space is reported (using a printout time interval,
which can be greater than the integration time interval) in a second sheet called “Concentrations”,
while air to surface virus deposition time history is available in a third sheet called “Depositions”.
In the main sheet diagrams are available for:
-

virus concentration time history in each space;
virus air to surface deposition time history in each space;
individual infection risk in each space histogram;
average number of potentially infected people in each room histogram.
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For the example reported in the excel file when downloaded, which assumes 1 infected person in
room1 , four rooms of 50 m2 and a supply for rate of 270 m3/h each, a corridor of 50 m2 without
direct ventilation, a staircase compartment of 30 m 2 with an exhaust flow rate of 30 m3/h and a
toilet compartment of 10 m2 with an exhaust flow rate of 10 m3/h, assuming a virus emission rate
of 4.6 quanta/h for the infected person and a breathing rate of 0.54 m3/h for the other people, the
results with 70% of air recirculation without any virus “filtering” on the return air are those
reported in figure 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15.

I.Risk = Individual Risk
NPIP = number of potentially infected people as I.R.*N.People
C ave
I.Risk
NPIP
Dep.
[q/m³]
[%]
[per]
[q]
Corridor

0.00109

0.59

0.04

0.631

Staircase

0.00033

0.18

0.01

0.132

Toilets

0.00033

0.18

0.01

0.044

Room 1
Room 2

0.01143
0.00169

5.98
0.91

0.30
0.05

5.485
0.889

Room 3
Room 4

0.00194
0.00194

1.04
1.04

0.06
0.06

1.017
1.017

AHU
HEPA F.
Sup.Duct
Ret.Duct

0.091
0.000
0.205
0.363

Tot.NPIP

0.53

Figure 11 Multi-calc Sheet: general output

Virus concentration for constant 24 h ventilation
Concentration [quanta/m3]

0.018
Room 1

0.016

Room 2

0.014

Room 3

0.012

Room 4

0.01

Corridor

0.008

Staircase

0.006

Toilets

0.004
0.002
0
0

5

10

15

20

Daily Time [h]
Figure 12 Sheet Multi-calc: virus concentration time history (detailed data from sheet Concentrations)
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Virus deposition

Room 1
Room 2

6

Infective dose [quanta]

Room 3
Room 4

5

Corridor

4

Staircase

Toilets
3

AHU
HEPA F.

2

SUP.DUCT
RET.DUCT

1
0
0

5

10

15

20

Daily Time [h]
Figure 13 – Multi-calc Sheet: virus deposition time history (detailed data from sheet Depositions)

Infection Individual Risk
7.0
6.0

R% [%]

5.0

4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0
0.0

Figure 14 Multi-calc Sheet: individual risk of infection
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N. of Pontentially Infected People
0.6
0.5

R% [%]

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0

Figure 15 Multi-calc Sheet: potential number of infected people
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Use, Limitations and Uncertainties
The tool was developed with the Sars-CoV-2 virus in mind and the underlying estimates for source
strengths (quanta values) are based on studies that solely examined the 2019 version of the virus
and not any latest, more contagious SARS-CoV-2 variants (i.e. in the UK, South-Africa, Brazil etc.).
Therefore, any subsequent research on the topic has not been considered for its development and
update. Its application and calculation results should be interpreted considering this limitation.
Currently, the tool is using the infection risk probability function from Wells-Riley model to assess
the infection risk, but it is physically based (i.e. mass balance based) and can easily be updated
with different infection risk probability functions or just by using virus particles concentration
instead of quanta values to give a relative picture of different proposed actions.
The tool is developed under MS Excel using VBA (Visual Basic for Applications) programming
language. It is simple enough to use and fast to execute for a comparative COVID-19 infection risk
analysis for a standard building floor and the most common air distribution layouts – something that
compromises its flexibility as it can’t be used for any type of application.

Input values and assumptions
Although SARS-CoV-2 quanta/h emission values include some uncertainties, it is already possible to
calculate infection risk estimates and conduct comparisons on the effect of ventilation and room
parameters. These limitations and uncertainties mean that rather than predicting an absolute
infection risk, the calculation is capable of comparing the relative effectiveness of solutions and
ventilation strategies to support the most appropriate choice. Therefore, the tool provides just an
indication of risk.
The model results strongly depend on the input parameters and their uncertainty reflect on the
result itself. Thus, this tool is intended to be used by experts only, who know the meaning of each
input value and their impact on the results.
Some very sensible and specific COVID-19 input parameters are provided in drop-down lists, such as
the virus emission rate per person, susceptible people breathing rates, etc. Even though these
parameters have been taken from the most updated scientific sources (as reported in the
disclaimer), their selection is under the user’s responsibility.
Full mixing hypothesis creates another uncertainty because, in large and high-ceiling rooms, the
virus concentration is not necessarily equal all over the room volume.

Results
The generated results are sensitive to quanta emission rates which can vary over a large range. The
uncertainty of these values is high. Also, there are likely to be super spreaders that are less
frequent but may have higher emission rates. This makes absolute probabilities of infection
uncertain, and it is better to look at the order-of-magnitude. The relative effect of control
measures may be better understood from this calculation, given the current state of knowledge.
Calculated probability of infection is a statistical value that applies for a large group of individuals,
but differences in individual risk may be significant depending upon the individual’s personal health
situation and susceptibility.
These limitations and uncertainties mean that rather than predicting an absolute infection risk, the
calculation is capable of comparing the relative effectiveness of solutions and ventilation strategies
to support the most appropriate choice. The calculation model can show which strategy offers the
lowest load for non-infected persons and provides just an indication of risk. The model can be
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applied to show low and high-risk rooms in existing buildings, which is very useful in the risk
assessment of how buildings should be used during the outbreak.

Example
In the following table, there is an example of a comparative analysis (based on the previous
example) – with varying recirculation fraction from 100% to 0% (full outdoor air).

Infection Individual Risk

Infection Individual Risk
8.0

8.0
7.0

7.0

R=100%

5.0

4.0

5.0

4.0

3.0

3.0

2.0

2.0

1.0

1.0

0.0

0.0

Infection Individual Risk

Infection Individual Risk

8.0
7.0

8.0
7.0

R=50%

5.0

4.0
3.0

R=25%

6.0
R% [%]

R% [%]

6.0

R=75%

6.0

R% [%]

R% [%]

6.0

5.0

4.0
3.0

2.0

2.0

1.0

1.0

0.0

0.0

Infection Individual Risk
8.0
7.0

R% [%]

6.0

R=0%

5.0

4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0
0.0

Figure 16 Individual infection risk – without a facial mask.

From the histograms on Figure 16 it is possible to see how the increased ventilation, achieved by
reducing the air recirculation with the same supply flow rates. It is reducing close to zero the
individual risk in the other rooms, while it is not so effective in the room where the infected person
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is.
If instead all people are wearing a facial mask with 50% virus filtration efficiency, it can be
estimated from the histograms on Figure 17 what kind of effect this measure would have on the
individual infection risk.

Infection Individual Risk
8.0
7.0

R=100%
R% [%]

6.0

R=0%

5.0

4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0
0.0

Figure 17 Individual infection risk – wearing a facial mask.

Tool availability
This tool has been produced with the intention to give to any socially responsible HVAC engineer a
simple and fast to use engineering “weapon” in fighting against COVID-19 pandemic. For this
reason, this tool will be freely available after the evaluation of REHVA COVID-19 Task Force.
Download the REHVA COVID-19 Multi-room and Recirculation Calculator at REHVA’s website:
https://www.rehva.eu/activities/covid-19-guidance
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Feedback
If you are specialist in the issues addressed in this document and you have remarks or suggestions
for improvements, feel free to contact us via livio.mazzarella@polimi.it. Please, mention “Multiroom and Recirculation Calculator” as subject when you email us.
Colophon
This document was prepared by Prof. Livio Mazzarella, Milan Polytechnic University
(livio.mazzarella@polimi.it), with the support of the REHVA Covid-19 Task Force. Members of this expert group
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Prof. Jarek Kurnitski, Chair of REHVA COVID-19 Task Force, Tallinn University of Technology, Chair of REHVA
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Dr. Francesco Franchimon, managing director Franchimon ICM
Igor Sikonczyk, Senior Technical and Regulatory Affairs Manager at Eurovent
Ir. Froukje van Dijken, healthy building specialist at bba binnenmilieu
Prof. Catalin Lungu, REHVA vice-president, vice-president of AIIR
Prof. Guangyu Cao, Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU)
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Disclaimer
This model is our best scientific estimate, based on the information currently available. It is
provided in the hope that it will be useful to others in providing and applying more efficient virus
removal options during this pandemic.
It must be used ONLY for comparative infection risk analysis related to possible improvements on
both ventilation solutions for new buildings/systems and retrofit and operational strategies for
existing buildings/systems under pandemic condition.
The model result strongly depends on the input parameters and their uncertainty reflect on the
result itself. Thus, this tool is intended to be used by EXPERTS ONLY, who know the meaning of
each input and their impact on the results.
It is an ongoing work and may therefore contain defects or “bugs” inherent to this type of software
development. In case some mistakes or deficiencies are found, please write to:
livio.mazzarella@polimi.it .
The individual developers and REHVA will in no event be liable for any direct or indirect, material
or moral, damages of any kind, arising out of the use of the tool.
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